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Dyes, Chemistry and Clothing
The Influence of World WarI on Fabrics, Fashions and Silk

Jacqueline Field
Then came the European War and
the picture changed as if a hurricane
had swept across the landscape. The
neglected coal-tar products were sud-
denly in clamorous demand.!

World War I enormously
stimulated development of
the dye and synthetic

chemical industries in the United
States. Prior to the European conflict,
almost all U.S. chemical supplies were
obtained from Germany, then the
dominant coal-tar products
manufacturer, with a virtual global
monopoly of these commodities.2

When the war started in 1914, no
import problems were anticipated,
because the United States was neutral
and "never imagined a condition
[would] arise to make it impossible to
secure dyes from Europe."3 But, the
picture changed sharply from March
1, 1915, when the British instituted
a blockade of German ports.4 With
German dye and intermediate supplies
cut off, color shortages affected the
entire U.S. textile and print sector.

Commenting on the World War
I dye episode, one historian notes
that, "Hindsight is so astute, it seems
incredible today that in 1913 nobody in
the United States realized the pivotal
importance of coal-tar dyes ... or the
meaning of the abject reliance of our
textile, paper and leather industries
upon imported colors."5 Beyond these

Jacqueline Field is an independent
scholar and former curator who lives in
Portland, Maine.
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requirements, war brought recognition
of the fundamental role dyes play in
medicine and explosives production.6

The U.S. wartime scramble to develop
a coal-ta~ extraction industry was
initially driven more by prospects
of huge profits to be made from
selling explosives to the Europeans
than by the need for dyestuffs and
intermediates. In fact, early dye-making
efforts were hampered because dyes
and explosives are similar in chemical
composition and derive from the
same raw materials.7 The New York
Times of April, 1916, reported chemical
industry expert Dr. William Grosvenor's
complaint: "We can't expect to build
up a new dye industry in this country
when all the important raw materials
needed ... are reserved for the
manufacture of high explosives."8
Nevertheless, if the start was slow,
progress was swift. In the final analysis,
America's rapid establishment of a
coal-tar dye and chemical industry set
off waves that directly and indirectly
affected apparel during, as well as long
after, the war.

World War I influences on dress-
military details, shorter skirts and the
growth of American design-are well
acknowledged, as are the war's effects
on trade, industry and economics.
The relationship between American
wartime chemical developments and
clothing is less frequently commented
upon.9 Apparently the subject has
received little attention until now, as
research did not uncover any studies
on this topic.

This investigation is in two parts.
The first, and major, part examines
the immediate short-term effects of the

dye famine on fashion and clothing.
In this part we will investigate textile
designs, fabrics and finished garments
developed as a result of dye scarcity
and the crisis alleviation provided
by the speedy growth of a chemical
dye industry in America. The second
part very briefly considers the long
term impact of U.S. wartime chemical
industry expansion on artificial silk
production. (Artificial silk was
christened "rayon" after 1924.) In
this section we will broadly discuss
the reasons for the rapid surge in
rayon manufacture and the subsequent
impact on clothing fabrics in the post-
war decade. Linking the dye issue
with artificial silk manufacture is an
attempt to present a holistic view of
the effect of World War I chemical
industry developments on clothing.

The color famine is not readily
apparent from popular fashion print
media.lO Research uncovered
continuous discussion of the
ramifications of the dye question
in newspaper business pages, but
few references to the problem in
store advertisements, newspaper
fashion features or fashion magazines.
Occasionally store advertisements
mention "difficulties," but they tend
to refer to problems associated with
the spring 1916 cloakmakers' strike,
overshadowing any comment that
might be made regarding dye.ll For
the years 1915 to 1917, this article
draws primarily on two trade sources:
1) American Silk Journal, the silk
manufacturing industry publication,
closely consulted by garment makers
and retail fabric and clothing buyers;
and 2) Dry Goods Economist, the
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FIGURE 1 Wartime white dress with pale blue stripes, American, 1918. Cotton. Courtesy
Brooklyn Museum of Art, Gift of Mrs. Albert Gallatin, 45.138.2.

nationally circulated dry-goods/
department store trade journal. In
contrast to fashion magazines, which
did not necessarily illustrate what
women really wore,'these journals
inform about what was in fact
manufactured and what sort of textiles
and garments actually found their
way to consumers via department
stores. Documented fabric samples in
the American Textile History Museum,
Lowell, Massachusetts, and the Newark
Museum of Newark, New Jersey,
similarly provide concrete evidence
of the clothing fabrics available at
this time. While all of these and
other sources help construct an object
profile, the search for extant
illustrative garments from the years
1915 through 1917 is ongoing. One
example, a 1917-1918 white and pale
blue cotton dress, from The Brooklyn
Museum, illustrates wartime stripes
and minimal use of color (Figure 1).12

DYES

The color crisis was at its most acute
through late 1915 and 1916. Heavier
than usual dye imports at the end
of 1914 and through the first three
months of 1915 did not, as might
be expected, result in a surplus. The
reverse, a state of "chronic dye stuffs
shortage," was quickly felt in the
U.S.because, according to economic
historian Edwin Clapp, the dyes were
either sold to England or withheld
by speculators.13 By fall 1915, dye
topics pervaded newspaper business
pages. There were comments on lighter
colors for spring, reports on difficulties
developing cotton warp goods because
of the scarcity of cotton dyes, debates
on the proposed dye tariff and
complaints-such as one noting
buyers' dissatisfaction with the quality
of dyes put into cloths and the lack of
certain hues.14

The belief that the war would
be of short duration meant some
manufacturers made little or no effort
to cut back. A few mills carried as
much as a year's stock of dyestuffs on
hand.1s This seems to explain a group
of colorful, skein-dyed dress silks and
bright, printed silk dress goods turned
out by a number of leading New
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Jersey manufacturers in late 1915. They
provided selections of their fabrics
for an exhibition of New Jersey-made
textiles held in Newark during February
and March 1916.16 Contributions to the
display of New Jersey silks included
rich Jacquard crepes in two vivid
colorways, cerise/gray and citrus/gray,
by Pelgram and Meyer; a clear blue
Jacquard crepe de chine with printed
yellow/orange floral motifs by The
Oriental Silk Company; and
multicolored taffeta stripes and plaids
by the Phoenix Silk Manufacturing
Company. After the exhibition, most

manufacturers acceded to the
organizer's request and donated their
samples to the Newark Museum
Association's textile collection. Others
declined to do so-perhaps for the
same reason as Paterson's dress and
tie silk manufacturer, Samuel J.
Aronsohn. On April 3, 1916, he wrote:

In reply to your favor of the first inst.
regarding the exhibit of textiles we had
at your museum [we] would say that
we think it best for you to return us the
pieces we had exhibited there as the
colors are not permanent and would



last but a very short time in an indus-
trial museum. We have nothing in per-
manent colors that we could offer at
this time but if there should be a
change in the dyestuff situation we will
be pleased to give you other specimens
for exhibition purposes.17

1916 was a difficult year. With the
dearth of imported dyes and American
chemical dye manufacture barely
underway, desperate but resourceful
U.S. dyers turned to, and successfully
revived, natural dyeing. Although
sidelined by synthetics, natural dyes
still had some specialized uses. Dye-
work veterans "remembered days
when madder and woad were
fermented together to produce
purple. "18The Dry Goods Economist
assured merchants that vegetable dyes
"can and will be used to avert an
absolute dye famine."19 The New York
Times readers learned that:

Many of the mill owners who turned
reluctantly to the use of vegetable
dyes when the synthetic products grew
scarce are not so pessimistic over the
results ... vegetable dyes are being
used with considerable success ... the
old processes have been perfected,
and, while dyeing with vegetable prod-
ucts does not yield equal results to
those obtained with mineral [chemical]
colors, the difference is very slight and
can be overlooked by all except the
most exacting.20

There is, however, a noticeable
difference between 1915 and 1916 color
descriptions. In 1915 even average
small-town store advertisements
frequently offered fabric and clothing
in several very specific colors. Not
unusual was a department store
advertisement for silk poplin described
as "available in the new desirable
shades." The list of hues included
Newport tan, Tuxedo brown, wall blue,
Rocky Mountain [blue], Belgian blue,
Piping Rock, Gettysburg gray, Cannon
violet, French blue, Midnight blue,
dark purple, black and white.21 Without
chemical dyes such nomenclature and
variety vanished. In 1916 names of
colors most frequently cited included
simply rose, green, Copenhagen blue,
maize, navy, brown, white and black.22
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A "complete assortment of colors" and
"all leading shades" were among the
phrases used ubiquitously to indicate
that articles were available in more
than one color.

Of course, different fibers called
for different dyestuffs.23 Logwood (not
a particularly fast dye) was, and for
some time remained, a mainstay of
the silk industry.24 Depending on-the
mordant employed, logwood produced
blacks, greenish blacks, blue blacks,
blues, violets and purples.25 Different
kinds of yellow made from fustic,
cutch and quercitron were combined
with logwood to make greens and
were used to yellow cochineal scarlet.26
Advertisements for U.S.-manufactured
dyes-natural and chemical-that first
began to appear in the American Silk
Journal in 1917 give an idea of the part
played by natural dyes and the level
of progress in domestic synthetic dye
manufacture.27 The patriotic national
mood of the time is conveyed by
the 1917 advertisement headings of
logwood and aniline dye company
Marden, Orth and Hastings Inc.:
"American Dyes for American Dyers."28

Some manufacturers marketed
their fabric lines with color cards.
As early as July 1915, the American
Silk Journal warned companies to
make sure they had enough dye to
guarantee color production over the
entire season.29 The 1915-1916 color
story is further tracked by Standard
color cards issued by the Textile Color
Card Association of the United States of
America beginning in 1915.30This new
service facilitated color coordination,
and was used by the textile, ribbon,
leather, straw and feather trades.
Subscribers received cards with sets
of standardized color samples. The
1915 card, prepared in late 1914 before
the March 1915 blockade, presented
subscribers with a total of 104 colors.31
The array of brilliant pure hues
included many varieties of dazzling
yellows, blues, reds and greens. The
collection was completed with an
extensive range of subtle, light and
dark neutral shades and many clean-
looking pastel tints. The spring 1916
card was very different. Prepared in
late 1915, during the period when
the dye shortage was very much
in evidence, this card showed only

forty colors. Of the forty, most were
dark neutrals, or dull, almost grayish
pastels. Red, apple green, medium
blue, and orange-tan comprised the few
clear, full hues.32

Color did not disappear altogether.
Despite the extraordinary chemical dye
shortfall experienced in America, a
remarkable quantity of colored textiles
was manufactured and available for
consumers during the crisis period.
Nevertheless, the color famine
significantly affected yarn, fabric
dyeing and textile design. In turn, these
wartime fabrics exerted an influence
on garment design. This investigation
presents a review of the fabrics and
apparel that most reflect the response
to the shortage. The focus is primarily,
but not exclusively, on silks.

APPAREL FABRICS

Early in 1916 the American Silk Journal
announced that silk manufacturers will
"find that it will be necessary to
confine operations to Oxfords and
staple effects where the proportion of
dye is as small as possible."33 For all
goods, cotton and silk, the Dry Goods
Economist reported that "to a certain
extent" print goods would take the
place of woven colors, "the output of
which was restricted" because the dye
famine created a shortage of colored
yarns. For this reason manufacturers
used the limited quantities of colored
yarns for the decoration of white
grounds. As a result, long ranges
of fabrics with stripes and checks
were available, some with knotted
yarns incorporated for extra effect to
supplement the colors.34 To economize
on dyes, calico and gingham mills used
light colors and tiny print motifs.35
Store buyers and garment makers were
urged to promote light-colored textiles.

Printed fabrics from this period
are well represented at the American
Textile History Museum. The large
collection of 1915-1916 Arnold Print
Works swatch books includes a
substantial array of very pale printed
cotton and silk-cotton mixes (often
called Cantons). Many are variants
of conservative, perennially popular
floral designs-sprays, sprigs and leafy
bands of flowers laced with scrolls.
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FIGURE 2. Five samples of black stripes printed on white voile. Printed July 11, 1916.
Cotton. Order no. G42719. Arnold Print Works sample book. Courtesy American
Textile History Museum, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1986.46.1196.

FIGURE 3. White textured "sports suiting" with three-inch-wide printed stripes. Colors:
left stripe peach and right stripe pale turquoise. Printed May 1, 1916. Cotton. Order
no. G41879. Arnold Print Works sample book. Courtesy American Textile History
Museum, Lowell, Massachusetts, 1986.46.1196.

Among the 1915-1916 silks in the
Newark Museum's collection, there are
pale colored fabrics and examples
of widely spaced prints on white.
Of the latter, some are variations of
a design motif found among Arnold
cotton prints-white with a grid of fine
black lines scattered with occasional
small flowers. One of the most
elegantly economic silk designs found
at Newark Museum is a spare black-on-
white crocus print from the Oriental
Silk Company.

As a way of limiting demand for
colors, Parisian designers launched a
"strong black and white vogue for
Spring. "36(The American Silk Journal
carefully pointed out that "one might
infer that this fashion arose from
sorrow of the war," when in fact
the French were also suffering from
a dearth of dyes.)37 Where, on the
one hand, French fashion undoubtedly
influenced American manufacturers, on
the other, as the March 1916 Dry
Goods Economist explained, this black-
and-white combination was favored
because in many instances scarcity
made dye prices prohibitive. Starting
in late 1915, leading fashion fabric
manufacturers H. R. Mallinson and
Company and Cheney Brothers began
producing black-and-white striped
silks. A variety of equally fashionable,
but less expensive, black on white
stripes on cotton are found among the
swatches produced by the Arnold Print
Works in 1916 (Figure 2).

Striped designs were a pragmatic
strategy devised to help cope with
color shortages. The economy of
stripes printed on a white ground
was quickly embraced, resulting in
production of multicolored and
monotone stripes, stripes of all widths,
some narrow like ribbon and some
wide like awning. Arnold's 1916-1917
output included stripe designs of
dainty rows of dots and dashes, thin
broken lines and straight bands of
solid color. The latter covered the
whole gamut, from the thin stripes
on voile seen in Figure 2 to one-
inch-wide versions on silk-cottons and
three-inch color and white stripes on
heavy textured cotton sport cloth for
the Burton Brothers shown in Figure 3.

In January 1916 the Dry Goods
Economist discussed awning stripes,

be misleading to suggest that all
the 1915-1916 prints were light,
examination of numerous dated
samples from Arnold's, a major printer
located in North Adams,
Massachusetts, shows a large
percentage of very light and white
ground-color fabrics, all produced for
garment makers and retailers.

Records show each design was
produced to fill a specific company's
order, printed in substantial quantities
in several colorways, and often
reprinted for repeat orders. Clearly,
any consumer opting for staple
flowery cotton and silk-cotton prints
found them, albeit in tones more
pallid than usual. Though it would
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noting unusual quantities of "waists
having colored stripes on a white
ground" and another line of goods
made by a leading silk and cotton
house using "Brazilian" stripes
(formations of brightly colored wide
and narrow stripes).38 The same journal
noted in March that wide novelty
stripes, medium and narrow stripes
were all "free sellers," and in June
observed that striped patterns were
growing stronger and bolder, up to four
inches wide.39

In addition to the idea of using as
little dye as possible was the notion
of no dye at al1.40Early in 1916 the
Dry Goods Economist commented on
the number of white garments, noting
quantities of white waists among
striped and colored versions and that
retailers "felt the time was ripe for a
big distribution of white skirts. "41White
skirts in every fabric appear in store
advertisements in early May, 1916:
from corduroy to linen, and Viyella
flannel to white dress woolens, more
than a dozen different fabrics.42 For
the same reason-dye scarcity-ladies'
white silk gloves, white leather
footwear and white canvas shoes
predominated.43 In January 1916 the
Dry Goods Economist forecast that:
"White footwear will have the largest
use in history because of the shortage
of dyestuffs and other raw materials,"
and in December predicted a
continuation of the "strong interest
in white outergarments."44 In February
1917 the American Silk Journal affirmed
that "white will be the prevailing
ground shade for summer silks"
particularly for sport silk stripes and
tussah.45

Oyster white and natural undyed
tussah sport silks were in strong
demand from garment makers in early
1916.46Used for tailor-made suits, coats
and separate skirts, sport silk is
mentioned with increasing frequency
throughout 1916 and 1917. Sport silks
were defined by the American Silk
Journal as being "like cloth," meaning
matte and rough surfaced, like
lightweight wool fabrics and unlike
traditional concepts of silk.47

Sport silk [was] the accidental answer
to an exigent demand. Fashion, practi-
cal utility, economy, the rising Amer-
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ican spirit relieved from the Parisian
decree, the growing outdoor life here,
all called for something that did not
exist, something they [the French]
could not formulate themselves, some-
thing neither costly satin, delicate taf-
feta, cumbersome wool, nor cotton
exactly filled.48

The American Silk Journal pointed
out the impossibility of making either
good, regular, really cheap silk
materials or good, cheap wool fabrics.
For this reason, textured "cloth-like"
sport silks filled a niche. Fabrics made
from inexpensive pongees, shantungs
and tussahs became "the best and
cheapest dress silk fabric on the
market."49 Heretofore tussah (wild raw
silk) was regarded as difficult to
make use of. Thin, unremarkable
dress-weight tussah-cottons found in
Arnold's swatch books suggest that
up to now a typical use of tussah
was in low priced silk-cotton mixes.50
In 1916 and 1917, however, it seems
that cheap and previously problematic
tussah suddenly came into its own.
Woven into robust fabrics, tussah
looked pleasing left natural and
undyed, or even in navy or brown,
the "proper inconspicuous colors"
suitable for women's tailored business
apparel. 51One French notion of how to
fashion the new fabric involved using
a "rough natural shade of shantung
tailored like a man's suit ... made
chic with sash, hat and bag of
brilliant stripes in the same rough
silk. "52An alternative "look" contrasted
natural textured sport silk with soft,
drapey, colored silks. This concept
is exemplified in a late 1916
advertisement for Cheney Brothers
fabrics. The model is shown wearing
an easy-fitting silk ensemble described
as a plain tan tussah suit, lined with
heliotrope satin and worn with a silk
crepe blouse of the same color.

There was no shortage of silk
because the blockade did not affect the
Pacific Ocean. Unhindered shiploads of
Asian, chiefly Japanese, raw silk kept
American silk mills supplied.53 Whereas
the war effort reduced the availability
of wool and cotton for domestic use,
no restrictions applied to silk, as this
New York Times business report makes
clear.

Although silk has passed out of the
luxury class there is still some specu-
lation in trade circles concerning the
effect war may have on this article ....
A well posted man in the trade [made
the pOint] ... that with the Government
buying woolens in such huge quantities
women will be practically forced to
purchase silks in even more than the
usual quantities. There will also be
a price inducement, he said, because
if conditions become critical in the
woolen market it is not at all improb-
able silks will be cheaper than dress
goods. He explained further that as
far as Government needs are con-
cerned there is only one variety of
silk required in warfare, and that is
schappe spun goods used in making'
powder bags.54

As early as January 22,1916, the Dry
Goods Economist noted that "in the
absence of the customary production
of wool and worsted dress goods, silks
are being used more than ever before
... for dresses, waists, suits, coats,
separate skirts and selling freely for
yardage distribution."55 By December
1917, with the U.S. at war and wool
now required for military use, silk was
substituted for wool in civilian winter
garments and was employed to an even
greater extent the following spring.56

APPAREL

By 1916 sports clothes manufacturers
recognized that separate coats, skirts,
suits, sweaters and shirtwaists gave a
latitude in garment design, color and
construction that "permitted free rein
for the exercise of ingenuity. "57During
this period of plentiful silk and scarce
dye, novel fabric designs and new,
sturdier versions of many standard
materials further stimulated innovative
apparel designs. Garments discussed
here date from mid-1915 to mid-1917,
the two years most affected by dye
shortages.58 Some are American
versions of imported designs,
promoted to inspire textile and
garment makers and to inform store
buyers of forthcoming trends. Others
illustrate designer ready-mades created
in New York specialty stores, and
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FIGURE 4. Black-and-white Hickson stripe
((KayserCloth" coat worn with white
gloves with black stitching on the
backs. Silk. Eastman Brothers of
Portland (Maine] advertised ((Kayser
Silk Coats. Delightfully smart. In Green
and copenhagne [blue] with striped
collar and belt. Also in plain colors.
$15.00 and $18.00." This Roseknit
Company black-and-white striped
example is a silk milanese tricot knit.
American Silk Journal (October 1915).
Courtesy of the Fashion Institute of
Technology Library.

still others were mass produced and
demonstrate the way new bold designs
filtered into the broader market.

It appears that some garment
makers were quick to find ways to
incorporate the new textile design
ideas into clothing. Under the
circumstances it is probable that these
changes were due as much, if not more,
to the pressure of the dye situation
as to the seasonal need to keep up with
fashion. One of the earliest examples
of the wide stripe-a trend that
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FIGURE 5. Advertisement for ready-to-wear
suits in predominantly white and light
colors with colored stripe details. Left:
white silk crepe de chine with either
blue, amber, rose, green or black ribbon
stripe; center: Rajah silk in blue, rose,
tan (natura!), navy or white with thin
Roman stripe trimmings; right: linen
coatee in white, blue or rose with
white skirt edged to match the coatee.
Footwear: left: white canvas, rubber
soles and heels; center: white buckskin
with tan Russian calf,' right: white
buckskin with blue leather. New York
Times (23 April 1916).

began in mid-1915 and gathered
impetus through 1917-was put on
the market by the Roseknit Goods
Company in October 1915.59 That
month the American Silk Journal
featured a Roseknit "Kayser Cloth"
silk tricot Hickson stripe sport coat
with three-inch-wide, black-and-white
stripes (Figure 4).60 During the war
years cardigan-like Roseknit sport
coats, in different colored wide stripes
and checkerboard patterns, were
advertised with the company's more

conventional styles. No doubt the
bold knit check and dramatic Hickson
stripe versions struck an immediate
chord among very fashion-conscious
women who recalled recent Vogue
magazine covers. The March 1 and
July 1,1915, covers showed garments
with wide, exaggerated color-and-white
stripes and the eye-popping cover
of June 15, 1915 depicted a dress
with an oversized navy and white
checkerboard pattern.61 The inside
pages of Vogue magazines give details
of ribbon stripes and striped
trimmings. But, curiously, even well
into 1916 there is scant reference to
awning or blazer stripes or checks.

The bold prints and plain fabrics
that emerged from dye-stricken textile
mills were used to good design
advantage in the new sports apparel.
Solid color and undyed fabrics were
contrasted with stripes or with
different textured fabrics. In April
1916Fifth Avenue's Franklin Simon
Company advertised three ready-to-
wear ensembles (Figure 5). All three
were summer suits with belted, mid-
thigh length coats. One model was
offered in white with very narrow
ribbon stripes in either Copenhagen
blue, rose, amber, green or black.
A second ensemble was available in
white, tan (natural color), Copenhagen
blue or navy with a "Roman" border
of narrow stripes on the skirt and
sailor collar. The third outfit consisted
of a white skirt edged with a band
of color matching either a pale blue
or rose-colored coatee. The footwear
advertised with the garments was also
predominantly white: white canvas,
white buckskin trimmed with tan and
white buckskin trimmed with blue.

An early idea for using undyed
fabric combined with contrasting
bands of color appeared in the
"Women's and Miss's Wear" section of
Dry Goods Economist on January 22,
1916 (Figure 6). Made by the E. Kolbert
and Company from a design imported
by the Dry Goods Economist, this suit
was prominently featured to alert store
buyers to the new tussah sport silk
fashions in production for the coming
season. Styled in natural-colored tan
tussah with blue taffeta bands on the
au courant cape collar and coat edge,
this parti-colored suit illustrates the



"tussah contrasted with softer silk"
theme. The presentation is clearly
part of what might be referred to
as the ongoing public relations effort
to promote undyed, minimally colored
fabrics and tussah as fashion and
not merely necessity. The promotion

Economist pl101;() (Fashion Camera Studios)

FIGURE 6. Parti-colored suit of undyed
tussah and blue taffeta. Dry Goods
Economist (January 1916). Courtesy
Science, Industry and Business Library,
The New York Public Library, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations.
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was continuous. A year later, in
January 1917, the American Silk Journal
informed buyers that, "Rough sport
silks with coats lined in contrasting
effect silk with blouse, scarf, stockings
... [are] extensively to be used" and
the Dry Goods Economist remarked that
in 1916 sport-style silks were confined
to larger cities, but that the vogue
had now (by 1917) spread to small
towns.62 In early 1917 the American
Silk Journal also noted sports silk's

FIGURE 7. Gimble Brothers white dress
with pale blue windowpane checks,
1916. Cotton. Ideas based on this
model were developed for 1917. Dry
Goods Economist (July 1916). Courtesy
Science, Industry and Business Library,
The New York Public Library, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations.

improved popularity and recalled that
this fabric had not met with immediate
consumer favor. Sport silk's increased
acceptance, according to this
publication, was due to "its pretty
rough surface" and its many
characteristics. This fabric did not
wrinkle or wilt in the heat, it shook
off the dust of motoring, kept out
cold, kept in heat, was adaptable for
a tailored finish and was available in
varied colored and surface effects.63 In
other words, it was highly practical.

July was considered between
seasons. At this point in 1916 the Dry
Goods Economist offered hints of what
was to come for spring 1917. A current
Gimbel Brothers white and pale blue
window-pane check cotton dress was
put forward as one concept that
"will be worked out in printed effects
and colored yarn designs on white
grounds" (Figure 7). An example of
follow-through appears among Macy's
spring 1917 advertisements. Headed
"Gingham Suits," the advertisement
features a suit consisting of a skirt
made of a very large-scale plaid and a
tussah jacket with collar, cuffs and sash
of the same plaid.64 In February 1917
ideas from abroad appeared in a Roger
and Thompson, Inc., advertisement.
Roger and Thompson manufactured
"the perfect shantung" and many trade-
named sport silks such as "La Jerz,"
"YoSan" and one called "Sportsilk."
Text in this advertisement reads,

Models of sport silk La Jerz and YoSan
imported by 1. M. Giddings & Co....
The perfect shantung ... The Jersey
weave that will not stretch.

The leading designers such as Hickson,
Bendel, and Giddings of New York, and
Georgette, Buzenet and Lanvin of Paris
find in these sport silks just the quality
and distinguishing style note that they
must have for their more exclusive cre-
ations.65

The advertisement shows two dresses
by Georgette, a French designer who
was often mentioned in New York
Times fashion features.66 J. M.
Giddings's Fifth Avenue specialty store
made the imported styles into ready-
to-wear garments using Roger and
Thompson sport silks.67 The simple,
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FIGURE 8. Coat of wide cerise stripes
on white with white sport satin skirt,
1917. Silk. Rogers and Thompson Inc.,
sport silks. American Silk Journal (April
1917). Courtesy of the Fashion Institute
of Technology Library.

tube-shaped dress at the left of the
advertisements is made of La Jerz
sport knit silk. It is all white with a few
thin ribbon stripes on the hem, sash
and collar. The flared dress at the right
is made up of Yo San sport silk printed
with four-inch-wide colored stripes
on white. Commandeering French
cachet, and showing French designs
looking so successful made up in
American sport silk, was part of the
continued push to increase consumer
acceptance of new, often undyed,
fabrics and to encourage garment
manufacturers to emulate leading
designers and make more use of these
materials.

Not all inspiration emanated from
France. Philadelphia's Wannamaker's
Department Store looked to American
sources of design (as Mallinson did)
and developed a new slant on the use
of natural sport silk with touches of
color.68 In March 1917, Wannamaker's
silk department showed a collection
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FIGURE 9. Sport suit coat of Kelly green
Khaki Kool and white sport silk dress
printed with widely spaced "coin" motifs
of Kelly green stripes. American Silk
Journal (May 1917). Courtesy of the
Fashion Institute of Technology Library.

of nubby, shantung sport silks,
embellished with bands of embroidery
in Mayan, Brazilian or Guatemalan
designs. The garments ranged from
simple tunic shapes with embroidered
bodice panels to modish suits
trimmed with colored stitchery along
jacket cuffs and hems.

For spring and summer 1917,
white continued to be the prevailing
ground shade, particularly for tussah
and sport silks.69 The season's designs
included still more stripes and well-
spaced-out geometric print motifs on
white or light grounds. One way of
combining plain white fabric with
wider-than-ever stripes is seen in an
ensemble consisting of a Yo San
cerise-and-white striped coat, worn
with a white sport satin skirt (Figure
8). Unlike glossy dress satin, sport
satin was dull surfaced and sturdy,
resembling heavy cotton sateen. White
and a single color are combined in a
different way in a much more casually

FIGURE 10. Samples of striped "coin" motifs
printed widely spaced out on white.
Unmercerized cotton. Printed August
4, 1916. Colors clockwise from top
left: magenta/gray-blue/black,
green-blue/gold/black, helio/gray-green
/black, gold/gray-green/black. Order no.
G44074. Arnold Print Works sample
book. Courtesy American Textile History
Museum, Lowell, Massachusetts.
1986.46.1196.

styled suit, designed for Maralyn Miller,
New York (Figure 9). In this award-
winning ensemble, a loose Khaki Kool
sport silk coat in Kelly green is worn
with a white sport silk dress printed
with a scattered "coin" design of
Kelly green stripes. There are many
similar widely spaced out, circular and
geometric striped motifs printed on
white grounds in the Arnold Print
Works swatch books of late 1916-1917.
Arnold printed the design in Figure 10
on cotton for the Burton Brothers.70

Other "coin" or medallion patterns
consisted of scattered concentric
shapes such as those seen on a
Mallinson natural-colored silk lining
material in an August 191 7 coat
advertisement.

Any review of highly publicized
fashions raises questions. Who wore
these and similar styles? How widely
adopted were these fabrics and ideas?
Before the war the general U.S. silk
market was conservative. During the



FIGURE 11. Gimbel's silk department displays showing how to make up the new fabrics
using an American-made model gown, fashion drawing, framed fabric sample, dress
pattern, note of required yardage and final total price. Dry Goods Economist (January
1916). Courtesy Science, Industry and Business Library, The New York Public Library,
Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.

war most American silk mills
continued, as previously, to
manufacture vast quantities of popular
classic staples-taffetas, crepe de
chines, satins and dainty printed silk-
cotton mixes-colored with whatever
dye was available.71 Texts of 1916-1917
store advertisements in newspapers
from New York to small-town Maine
show that staples dominated silk
clothes and yardage offerings. Close
reading of the advertisements,
however, reveals that, among the
profusion of staples, even modest-sized
stores carried selections of new sport
silks, pongees, tussahs, large checks
and wide stripes.

Portland (Maine) stores proffered
selections of the latest goods. Among
all the standard staple silks, shoppers
found items such as:

Sport Stripe Pongee-inch wide
stripes-pongee shade alternating with
contrasting colors.
Genuine Shantung China Pongee heavy
weight suiting.
La Jerz dresses-plain color skirt ...
trimmed with striped La Jerz.
Striped sport separate skirts in entirely
new materials.72

Whether in New York or in Maine,
fashion drawings featured in garment
advertisements helped familiarize the
look of stripes and border effects. One
advertisement by New York's James
McCreery and Company included
illustrations showing mature ladies
in elegant striped afternoon dresses,
and four "house and porch" dresses,
each made from strongly contrasted
awning stripes, with borders of
differently juxtaposed stripes.73 Some
advertisements promoting "new
developments" in separate skirts
include illustrations of wide striped
models. Incidentally, skirts with wide
stripes also appear worn under plain
peplum coats.74

Deliberate and far-reaching
promotions helped boost new silks
and American garment designs. In the
first week of January 1916, the Dry
Goods Economist published a lengthy
feature aimed at department managers
and their assistants. The article, "Dress
Fabrics and How to Sell Them: Make
Buying Easy," details a fabric marketing
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strategy developed by Gimbel's silk
department manager.75 He realized that
"customers often hesitate[ d] to buy
dress goods because they fear[ ed]
to rely on their own judgement" in
deciding on a style to make up
the fabric. The enthusiasm generated
by Gimbel's silk department displays
of one-of-a-kind European garments
evaporated all too quickly when
disappointed customers found the
dresses could not easily be made
up in America because there were
no patterns or information available.76

Making-up decisions were probably
even more of a challenge for many
fashionable women and their
dressmakers when they encountered
new tussahs, sport fabrics and extreme
awning stripes.

To help resolve such dilemmas,
Gimbel's silk fabric department
abandoned displays of "one off"
imported dresses and resorted to
using:

Model gowns made by a clever Ameri-
can dressmaker. We selected materials
from our new stocks and a suitable pat-
tern from our pattern department. Of
course we have been careful to keep
away from designs likely to be found
in cheap stores, and [to] make our

display exclusive as well as practical.
After the garment was finished we had
an attractive sketch made in color, at
the bottom of which you will notice we
give the number of the pattern from
which both waist and skirt are made.
In addition to this we show a framed
swatch of the material and pin copies
of the patterns to our model garment.
Carrying out the idea of making it easy
for the woman to duplicate the models
we show, we also have attached to
the frame ... a little ticket showing the
number of yards ... price per yard and
total cost. ... We found these sample
gowns are of particular value in selling
unusual materials.77

The displays were probably located
upstairs in Gimbel's better silk
department (Figure 11). It is not
difficult to surmise how influential they
were, because they were absorbed by
both upscale "fashionistas" and style
conscious, but less well-to-do shoppers
who perused upstairs before shopping
in Gimbel's' basement silk department
or elsewhere. The influence grew,
benefiting consumers and stores
nationwide, once the Dry Goods
Economist disseminated the strategy
and other stores learned how to market
the new and unusual fabrics.

8S



UNITED STATES CONSUMPTION Of RAYON

FIGURE 12. The rise in post-war rayon
production is vividly reflected in this
chart showing that steeply accelerated
consumption began in 1918, the year
the war ended and a large-scale u.s.
artificial silk manufacturing industry
began to take shape. Source: Viscose
Company, The Story of Rayon, 2nd ed.
(New York: Viscose Company, 1929).

to one hundred and ten million pounds
in 1928 (Figure 12). Tellingly, between
1918-the year the war ended and
rayon production began in earnest-and
1928, consumption accelerated steeply.
As expressed in the graph, the pattern
of consumption generates an almost
vertical line, dramatically illustrating
what was achieved within ten years of
the war's end.

The amount of rayon manufact-ured
in America by the late 1920s equaled
the amount of raw silk imported. Silk
was half as expensive as in the early
1920s, but still three times dearer than
rayon. By this time, the late 1920s,
almost seventy-five percent of all rayon
produced was consumed in three items:
hose, underwear and cotton mixes.89
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1. The war roused American
awareness of the key role of chemicals
and chemical processes in a modern
industrial society.

2. As a legacy of the war effort,
America suddenly possessed an
infrastructure complete with teams of
experienced chemical engineers and
substantial chemical manufacturing
plants. They supplied large quantities
of dependable, uniform chemical
products that lent themselves ideally
to modern mass-production
requirements.84

3. The stark lessons of the war
included the realization that if dyes
could be prevented from crossing the
Atlantic Ocean, at some future date
raw silk might also be prevented
from traversing the Pacific Ocean. As
the American Silk Journal despaired
in April 1916, "The American silk
manufacturing industry is in an
industrially and nationally unstable
position. We do not produce and
will not for many years be able to
produce any of our raw material.
We do not control ... the source of
supply. We have two hundred million
dollars invested .... Yet the raw material
[fibers/dyes] for our mills is controlled
absolutely by foreign interests. "85

4. All of these factors contributed
to a psychological shift-a new
mindset. In pre-war years banks and
financiers could not imagine anything
substituting for silk and thus had no
interest in investing in artificial silk.
(For this reason, when the opportunity
arose, Samuel Courtauld of Britain
was able to purchase the assets and
patent rights to the only viable pre-war
American artificial silk plant.)86 Post-
war attitudes proved very different.
Within a brief three years of the war's
end, by 1921, a corporate American
artificial silk industry was well
organized, consisting of three viscose
manufacturers-Viscose Corporation,
Dupont Nemours and Company, Tubize
Artificial Silk of America-and one
acetate fiber maker, American
Celanese.87 In the first decade of
business, by 1930, they produced
377,000 tons of artificial silk.88

A 1928 Viscose Company chart
shows rayon's progress. Rayon
consumption in the U.S. increased from
two-and-a-half million pounds in 1912

In contrast to dyes, development of
the U.S. synthetic fiber industry was
"one of the indirect effects of the
war. "82Before 1914 American chemical
output did not warrant the title of "big
business. "83Most plants were family
owned and organized, providing little
for Wall Street to take an interest in,
but during the war, several converging
elements triggered a change.

RAYON

Early in 1917 the American
Silk Journal observed that, as a
consequence of more silks being
made and worn during the war,
growing numbers of women wanted
"a distinct and conspicuous difference
between [their] daily silk and best
dress."78 The novel stripe and print
designs, sport silks made into casual
sports styles and tussahs resulted in
something very distinct from
everyday staple fabrics and styles.
For a substantial segment-if not the
entire silk market-the new silks
and other sports fabrics, developed
as a result of wartime contingency,
satisfied emergent preferences and
changing lifestyles: "Despite a brief
attempt to return to prewar fashions
after the Armistice, the trend in
creating freer, more practical dress
for women continued, culminating
in the fashions of the mid-twenties. "79

By 1918 color was less of an
issue. In late 1917 several important
new dyes increased the variety already
available. The new additions included
indigo, other blues, browns, and
yellows for calico printing, and para
reds for lakes and pigments.8o By
now the course of the American
dye industry was set, with new
dyes produced in steadily increasing
quantities. In spring 1923 the Textile
Color Card Association of America
offered patrons a color card with
eighty standard colors made up almost
entirely from combinations of dye of
American manufacture. The American
Silk Journal acknowledged that few
articles rival coal-tar dyes in
complexity and that no industry
developed as a direct result of the
war had progressed more rapidly than
American dyestuffs.81
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Hose and underwear alone accounted
for over fifty percent, a figure that
indicates many women and men
switched from wearing cotton and
wool undergarments and stockings to
lightweight material that felt smooth
and silk-like. Thanks to rayon it was
inexpensive to dress, from the skin
out, in attractive, silky clothing. The
Sears and Roebuck 1927 catalogue well
illustrates the way rayon increased
dress options available in the popular
market. Now, in addition to articles
made from standard natural fibers and
traditional mixes such as wool-silk
or cotton-silk, Sears pages show a
profusion of yard goods, clothing items
and accessories made from all-rayons
and different kinds of rayon mixes,
some glossy, some matte, in different
weights, and in different fabric
constructions. An abundance of
standardized, new versatile fibers
meant that most consumer textile
needs and expectations could be met
regardless of whether or not silk
was imported. This became all too
significant in the 19305, when Japan
turned to military activities and away
from mulberry cultivation and raw silk
production.9o After the start of World
War II, the supply of silk was cut off
entirely.

The waves of war had a variety of
effects on clothing. For a brief period
the dye famine directly influenced
colors and designs. The lasting
outcome was the new coal-tar dye
industry and assurance that color
deprivation would never occur in
the future in the United States.91

Thanks to new chemical manufacturing
capabilities created during the war,
to inherited wartime physical plants
and to new perspectives on the value
of investing in chemicals, plentiful
U.S-made rayon augmented supplies
of imported raw silk. Ultimately,
achievement of the ability to produce
artificial fibers and dyes meant freedom
from reliance on foreign suppliers.
Finally, as the catalyst in the establish-
ment of two significant American
chemical industries, dye and rayon
manufacture-both closely linked to
fashion-it is not an exaggeration to say
that in terms of impact on clothing, the
wave of influence generated by the First
World War was of tidal proportions.
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62 American Silk Journal (January
1917): 36; Dry Goods Economist (13
January 1917): 37.

63 American Silk Journal (March 1917):
40.

64 Macy's advertisement in New York
Times, 8 April 1917, n.p.

65 Ibid.; Caroline Rennolds Milbank,
The Evolution of American Style:
New York Fashion (New York: Harry
N. Abrams, Inc., 1989). J. M.
Giddings was located among the
specialty shops located on Fifth
Avenue. It was still common to
import designs or at least look to
France for inspiration. Mrs. Douglas
of 10 West Fifty-Seventh Street used
only American designers.

66 A typical example is an illustration
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of a biscuit -and-black georgette
dress used in the fashion feature
"Moire Cire the French Novelty in
Fabrics" (New York Times, 16 April
1916,2).

67 American Silk Journal (February
1917): 42.

68 American Silk Journal (March
1917): 39. The Museum of Natural
History opened an Aztec restaurant
eight years previously, at which
time this publication pointed out
the d~sign possibilities, observing
that it seemed that "at this time
public taste was not ready." H. R.
Mallinson and Company produced
a notable line of "American"-
inspired designs.

69 American Silk Journal (February
1917): 42.

70 There are many other similar
designs such as striped squares
and triangles.

71 Both natural and chemical dyes
were in use. The dye shortage
provided all kinds of opportunities
for scams. Dyes were often
adulterated and sold at inflated
prices. Dyers often did not know
what exactly they were getting.
An article on fastness noted that
American-made dyes (when not
tampered with) were as good
as foreign dyes; no manufacturer
ever guaranteed color fastness-
even before the war; some colors
are never fast; and fastness is a
misnomer because no color is fast
to every condition, a point still
true today (American Silk Journal
[December 1916],57-58).

72 Porteous Mitchell and Braun Co.
advertisement, Portland (Maine]
Evening Express and Advertiser,
8 May 1916, 5; J. R. Libby Co.
advertisement, 22 May 1916, 6.;
Eastman Brothers and Bancroft Co.
advertisement, 9 May 1916, 6.;
Rines Brothers Co. advertisement,
29 June 1916, 6.

73 James McCreery and Co.
advertisement, New York Times, 23
April 1916,8.

74 See examples, Rines Brothers Co.
advertisement, Portland (Maine]
Evening Express and Advertiser, 11
May 1916,12, and Saks & Company
advertisement, New York Times, 23
April 1916, 13.
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75 Dry Goods Economist (8 January
1916): 7.

76 Ibid.
77 Ibid.
78 American Silk Journal (February

1917): 39.
79 Gimbel Brothers, Gimbel's

Illustrated 1915 Fashion Catalogue
(1915; reprint, New York: Dover
Publications, Inc., 1994), n.p. See
publishers note, second page.

80 Haynes, American Chemical
Industry, vol. 3, 241.

81 American Silk Journal (November
1917): 29.

82 Haynes, American Chemical
Industry, vol. 3, 372.

83 Ibid., vol. 2, 4-5.
84 Ibid., vol. 3, 372.
85 American Silk Journal (March

1916): 23.
86 After years of trial and error a

small plant at Genasco started
to successfully turn out some
modest amounts of viscose yarn.
When the owner died in 1908, "for
the third time the opportunity to
be first in the American rayon
industry was offered to bankers
and industrialists. Once more no
taker of that offer could be found"
(Haynes, American Chemical
Industry, vol. 3, 374). British
industrialist Samuel Courtauld
stepped into the breach. He
acquired the American patent
rights to add to his ownership of
the British patent rights.

87 Viscose Company, The Story of
Rayon, 2nd ed. (New York: Viscose
Company, 1929), 11-12.; Haynes,
American Chemical Industry, vol. 2,
375-76.

88 Haynes, American Chemical
Industry, vol. 3, 376.

89 The Story of Rayon, 41.
90 Japan was the major supplier.

The U.S. silk industry consumed
approximately 90 percent of
Japan's raw silk.

91 Fewer dyes are made in America
today. A decline in U.S. dye
manufacture has taken place since
the 1970s. Between 1976 and 1988
American dye imports increased
from 8 to 25 percent. One reason,
among many, is government
health and safety regulations
stemming from concern about

pollution. Today synthetic dyes
are made in various locations
in India and Asia. The current
focus of manufacturing, research
and development of U.S. dyes is
directed toward dye for new high-
tech, man-made fibers (American
Dyestuff Reporter [November,
1992]: 81, 98).
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